Brixton Parish Council – SWW Meeting
Dave Pateman – SWW Wastewater Asset Manager
11th January 2021
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Agenda

1.
Can SWW provide details of the total amount of discharges made during the last 5 years broken down
annually?
2.
Approximately on average (per month) what capacity is the Brixton Treatment Works operating at in
terms of percentage?
3.
Based on current modelling when do SWW envisage Brixton Treatment Works capacity will need to be
increased?
4.
To help the parish council in future housing developments and plans are SWW able to advise
approximately how many more houses the Brixton Treatment Works would be able to accept without resulting
in breaches of the discharge licence?
5.
If and when identified a need to expand Brixton Treatment Works from a planning perspective how long
would such a modification take?
6.
Can SWW outline if climate change modelling (an increase in heavy downpours for example) is being
factored into the future planning of capacity at Brixton Treatment Works?

7.

Can SWW outline what factors would influence or lead to increasing the capacity at a treatment works?

8.
At times when a discharge is needed, such as after heavy rain, how long does it take from starting to
discharge to notification of the relevant stakeholders? EDM record instantaneously and ping data daily (or
sooner).
9.

2

Is it possible for the parish council to be considered one of the stakeholders and informed of discharges?
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1.

Storm Overflow Performance

Can SWW provide details of the total amount of discharges made during the last 5 years broken
down annually?
All discharges of any size and accounting for the 12-24 block counting method;

YEAR

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Base Data

40

30

29

60

51

38

Exclude <1hr

35

27

23

53

45

34

12-24 counting relates to counting discharges over multiple tide cycles being counted as multiple
discharges.
50m3 considered as a default for ‘significant’ volume. Above numbers do not make any assessment of
volume.
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2.

Current STW Capacity

Approximately on average (per month) what capacity is the Brixton Treatment Works
operating at in terms of percentage?

Max permitted discharge (Dry Weather) is
215m3/day.
Based on 2020 data in terms of flow we
operate at 78% capacity on average.

Monthly averages vary depending upon
weather conditions, tourist populations
etc.
In 2020 the monthly average flows in
relation to maximum permitted flow varied
between 67% an 89%
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3.

Long Term Asset Plan - STW

Based on current modelling when do SWW envisage Brixton Treatment Works capacity will
need to be increased?

Current capacity is just over 1,400 p.e and current load is 985 p.e giving just over 30% headroom.
Current population forecasts to 2041 predict a population connected to the STW of 971.

p.e. relates to Population Equivalent.
•

Treatment works are designed to deal with 2 parameters, flow and load.

•

Load is the biological load within the flow.

•

Some commercial or industrial processes discharge flow with greater load than domestic flow.

•

Population equivalent is a way to normalise flow and load back to a population.

Current capacity is therefore in excess of the 2041 prediction / forecast.
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4.

Planning Decision Supporting Information

To help the parish council in future housing developments and plans are SWW able to advise
approximately how many more houses the Brixton Treatment Works would be able to accept
without resulting in breaches of the discharge licence?
At 2.25 people per dwelling this headroom equates to 184 dwellings in terms of flow.
In comparison the biological performance is proportionally better so there is greater treatment
headroom;
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5.

STW Expansion - Timescales

If and when identified a need to expand Brixton Treatment Works from a planning perspective
how long would such a modification take?
Depends on a lot of factors;
•

Extent of expansion required,

•

Planning,

•

Environmental etc.

Realistically 18-24 months from identification of a need to operational use accounting for data
gathering, scoping, surveys, financial governance, permit discussions etc. See following delivery
process model…
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NEED

DELIVERY

SCOPING
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6.

Climate Change Consideration

Can SWW outline if climate change modelling (an increase in heavy downpours for example) is
being factored into the future planning of capacity at Brixton Treatment Works?
We incorporate climate change allowances in accordance with the latest UKCP18 forecast scenarios in
our catchment modelling,
•

Drier summers

•

Wetter winters

This impacts storm overflow performance rather than STW capacity. Storm overflow performance to a
design horizon of 2040 is normally used, with allowances for climate change.
These issues are captured by the Spill Frequency Trigger Point permit (SFTP), which requires us to
monitor and review performance of overflows on an ongoing basis against a trigger. The SSO at
Brixton STW is on our current programme and will be due for investigation.
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7.
STW Asset Planning Considerations /
Drivers

Can SWW outline what factors would influence or lead to increasing the capacity at a treatment
works?
Typically fall into three categories;
a) Water Quality legislative changes – funded through the WINEP (fixed obligation)
b) Business need – to address excessive opex or opportunity to reduce carbon – from Capital
Maintenance budgets (flexible – based on prioritisation)

c) Growth related risks to permit (flexible – based on prioritisation)
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8.

Storm overflow Discharge Notification

At times when a discharge is needed, such as after heavy rain, how long does it take from
starting to discharge to notification of the relevant stakeholders?
Our permit includes the requirement for notification of storm discharges – in the case of Brixton the
requirement is for annual reports and ‘upon request’ by the EA – within 28 days of the request. See
permit details.
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9.

Parish Council Notification

Is it possible for the parish council to be considered one of the stakeholders and informed of
discharges?
•

Our systems and processes are not set up for this and we are not required to by our permit.

•

No proposals for making this a ‘live’ dataset or for automatic notification.

•

Emergency situations require a notification to the EA ‘as soon as reasonably practicable’.

•

National debate on this issue is ongoing. There are proposals to publish storm overflow
performance data on a platform that can be referenced publicly but there are significant issues
associated with this in terms of the scale of this proposal, data auditing, systems requirements etc.
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Questions?
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